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A B S T R A C T

This paper presents a design methodology for creating cooperative robots capable to manipulate and transport
payloads. The strategy is based on tightening a payload between a set of mobile robots called m-bots. A lifting
mechanism with two degrees of freedom mounted on each mobile robot allows then to lift the payload and put it
on each m-bot top platform to be transported. Structural and dimensional analysis are detailed in order to
develop the proposed mechanism. 3D multi-body dynamic software simulation results using different actuation
for the lifting mechanism are presented. Experiments based on a developed test-bench and manufactured pro-
totypes allow to validate the lifting process of the payload.

1. Introduction

The growing sector of logistics requires specifically designed ma-
chines and could highly benefit from robotics. Some logistics solutions
require heavy infrastructure such as ground landmarks or guiding rails
for Automated Guided Vehicles (AGVs) [1] or specific stacked storage
racks as for Automated Storage and Retrieval System (ASRS). Human
assistance could also be needed to put the object on the transporting
platform (e.g., for scissors elevators [2]). Forklifts [3] use forks to lift
and transport the object but require to store the object on a pallet.
Grabbing systems such as robot hands [4] limit the manipulated pay-
load size and shape. Considering Manual transportation, many re-
searches in the domain of Manual Material Handling (MMH) prove that
operators have a better performance and less body suffering when
keeping the payload low and close to the body [5–8]. According to the
previous mentioned systems and to the previous studies linked to MMH,
one can conclude that for a better stability, an object should be better
transported on the robot body [9,10] or as close as possible to the robot
body. Using this approach, it can be ensured to keep the gravity center
above the polygon of support. Keeping the gravity center as low as
possible also ensures a better stability margin on slopes.

A group of Robots working together for a task achievement presents
several advantages compared to a single robot with a complex kine-
matics, such as a reduced cost, robustness, efficiency and improved
performance [11–13]. Particularly for manipulation and transportation

tasks, many collaborative robotic systems could be found in literature.
Using different techniques, a group of similar [14,15] or heterogeneous
robots [16] can ensure payloads transportation. Different strategies can
be found in literature for multi-robot transportation. Pushing strategy
proposed in [15] was used while a payload is on the ground. This
strategy may face some difficulties depending on the friction generated
by the contact surface with the ground and it can also affect the quality
of the transported object. Other robots are using grabbing tools [17] for
transportation which limits the shape of the objects that can be ma-
nipulated and requires geometries and shapes that could be gripped by
the grippers. Some robots need the human assistance for putting pay-
load on their transport platform such as the Arnold robot presented in
[14]. In the proposed work, a strategy based on tightening a payload by
a multi-robot system to manipulate it, lift it and autonomously put it on
the robots platform autonomously is proposed. For our system we have
supposed to use a mobile robot on which a manipulation mechanism is
going to be mounted. The proposed solution will not be limited to a
simple object category but will have to lift and transport objects of any
shape and dimensions.

To ensure object lifting, a mechanism has to be chosen to ensure the
movement of the object from an initial position on the ground to a final
position on the robot body. For a better adaptability, a terminal organ
ensuring a contact surface with the payload is used and the use of
grippers is avoided because it limits the object shapes that can be ma-
nipulated and it also requires more actuators. To lift the object from the
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ground with a constant orientation, a variety of mechanisms that can
ensure this function with different trajectories will be investigated. This
general architecture allows to ensure the payload stability by putting it
on the robot body. So a structural and dimensional synthesis for this
mechanism are required to avoid collision problems and to ensure a
better stability of the whole mechanism.

In this paper, a design strategy and implementation of cooperative
robots for co-manipulation and transport of payloads of any shape and
mass is proposed. Each robotic unit, called mono-robot or m-bot, is
particularly characterized by its mechanical structure simplicity com-
paring to [9] and [18]. The resulting poly-robot, or p-bot, obtained by
combining several m-bots around the payload, has the advantages of
modularity while using a swarm of elementary robots [15,16], adapt-
ability to objects of any shape and mass and ability to provide a fully
autonomous system, without human mediation, contrary for example to
the robotic system proposed in [19] or [20].

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the paradigm
and requirements of the poly-robot, as well a the structural synthesis of
the lifting mechanism on each mono-robot. Section 3 is dedicated to the
dimensional synthesis and design of manipulation mechanism.
Section 4 presents the simulation and experimental results. Finally,
Section 5 presents a conclusion and targeted future works.

2. C3bots paradigm

2.1. Specification

The Collaborative Cross and Carry Mobile Robots (C3Bots) project
aims to design identical mobile robots called m-bots equipped with a
manipulation mechanism. The proposed work deals with collaborative
tasks in which a group of similar entities are able to cooperate in order
to achieve the task. It is dedicated to payloads of any shape co-ma-
nipulation and transport. The group of m-bots will be able to lift, co-
manipulate and transport a payload which has to be laid on the top
platform of each m-bot. Consequently, in addition to an end-effector,
the m-bot manipulator has to include a lifting mechanism. The formed
poly-robot, that we call p-bot (m-bot + payload), is characterized by its
reconfigurability depending on the overall system stability and the
success of task achievement. The set of robots configuration is obtained
according to the positioning algorithm developed in [21,22] to ensure
stability of the overall system (payload + m-bots) during the different
task steps: co-manipulation and lifting, transportation and putting
down the payload. The reconfigurabilty is needed to ensure the mod-
ification of the formation of the set of robots depending on the parti-
cipant number of m-bots and in case of one or multiple robots break
down. This reconfigurabilty is needed to allow the maintain of p-bot
stability with respect to Static Stability Margin SSM and Force Closure
Grasping FCG developed in [21,22]. The former is a criterion that en-
sures the stability during transportation phase and the latter ensures
stability during manipulation phase. The m-bots architecture allows
also the p-bot to maneuver in any direction and this is guaranteed by
developing a centralized controller based on Virtual Structure (VS)
Navigation developed in [22]. This controller ensures the control of
each entity in a way that the set of robots evolve in a specified direction
or have the same ICR to ensure coordinated rotation without loss of
stability.

The general architecture of a m-bot is defined by the following re-
quirements Ri presented in Table 1 and relative to the environment in
which it will operate.

For simplicity reasons, the end-effector is considered here to be a
rigid contact plate in order to fit variable payload contact surfaces.
According to the previous requirements, the global co-manipulation
method will be described.

2.2. Co-manipulation method

For a better stability of the payload and to avoid the risk of payload
slipping and falling down between the m-bots end-effectors, the
strategy of Army Ants transportation [10] was adopted for putting the
payload on the m-bots top platform. Finally the co-manipulation and
transportation method was decided and illustrated in Fig. 1.

The process of co-manipulation and transportation of a payload was
initially described in [21,23,24]. The different phases of payload pre-
hension, lifting and transportation are presented in Fig. 1. The first
phase consists in locating the payload and surrounding it using distance

Table 1
M-bot requirements.

Requirement Definition

R1 Lift a payload in collaboration with similar m-bots using a
manipulation mechanism

R2 Transport a payload.
R3 Collision-free payload trajectory from the ground to the robot top

platform with
constant orientation.

R4 Evolve in structured terrain.
R5 Ensure manoeuvrability.
R6 Ensure stability.
R7 Ensure reconfigurability.
R8 Tighten the contact payload/m-bot.
R9 Detect other m-bots.
R10 Detect obstacles.

Fig. 1. Co-manipulation method: a) Target reaching; b) Object holding; c)
Object set on robot bodies; d) Object transport: a unique Instantaneous Center
of Rotation (ICR) requires different steering angles θm.
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sensors. The m-bots have to be oriented toward the object in order to
face it (cf. Fig. 1(a)). Secondly, the payload is held by the m-bots end-
effectors which exert a collective pressure using wheel propulsion
(Fig. 1(b)). Submitted to collective pressure and to the proposed co-
lifting manipulation, the object is elevated and laid on the m-bots top
platforms (Fig. 1(c)). Finally, locomotion and transportation tasks are
performed where each m-bot # m is steering by a suitable angle θm to
ensure to the p-bot a unique Instantaneous Center of Rotation (ICR)
(Fig. 1(d)).

2.3. Pre-dimensioning the lifting capacity

The forces applied to a m-bot are represented in Fig. 2 and denoted
with a triple index fm, j, k, with m the m-bot number, j the nature of the
contact (g for ground, p for payload) and k the component of the force
(n for normal, t for tangential).

A m-bot # m, with a mass M, could apply a pushing force fm, p, n at
the contact point Cm, p on the payload with a friction coefficient μp,
which generates a lifting force fm, p, t counting on wheel propulsion. The
contact point Cm, g (wheel/gound) is characterized by a friction coef-
ficient μg. The maximal lifting force for the m-bot # m can be written as:

= = = =f μ f μ f μ μ f μ μ Mg( ) ( )m p t p m p n p m g t p g m g n p g, , , , , , , , (1)

The maximal total lifting force is

∑= =
=

f f m μ μ Mg( )p t
m

m

m p t max p g,
1

, ,

max

(2)

With the simplifying assumption = =μ μ 0.5g p ⇒ =fp t
Mm g

, 4
max . One

can conclude that to increase the p-bot lifting capacity fp, t, the total
number mmax of m-bots, their mass M or the friction coefficients μg and
μp have to be increased. As the environment and payload may be of
different materials, the μg and μp coefficients are not precisely known
and may be variable. They can be maximized by using adherent ma-
terials on the wheels and contact plate.

3. Designing a lifting mechanism

3.1. Specification of the lifting mechanism

The lifting and manipulation mechanism used for object lifting must
ensure the following requirements Rli presented in Table 2:

3.2. Structural and dimensional synthesis of the lifting mechanism

Structural selection
The various requirements Ri (cf. Table 1) and Rli (cf. Table 2) will

influence directly the system kinematics structure. R5 and Rl7 can be

satisfied by supporting the lifting mechanism on a turret. As a con-
sequence, a revolute joint with z axis will support the mechanism (cf.
Fig. 3(b), (c) and (d)). R3 defines the initial and final poses P1 and P2 of
the lower point P (cf. Fig. 5) of the end-effector that holds the object.
The latter will keep its orientation constant during the lifting motion
(R3, Rl1). Rl2 imposes that the trajectory starts with a vertical lifting
motion (+zm) and Rl8 suggests that it finishes with a landing motion
including a backward horizontal (-xm) and a landing component (− zm)
towards the m-bot platform (Fig. 3(a)). R3 and Rl4 imply not to start the
horizontal motion too early in order to avoid collision with the m-bot
platform. Different trajectories are allowed (Fig. 3(a)) among which the
square and the circular motions are the most obvious. A square tra-
jectory could be achieved using two orthogonal prismatic joints and
two actuators (Fig. 3(b)). A complex trajectory could also be ensured by
using a cam mechanism with two slots (Fig. 3(d)) but the payload or-
ientation would not be very precise. A circular trajectory would lead to
a simpler solution using only one actuated revolute joint. However, to
keep the payload orientation along the circular trajectory, a parallelo-
gram mechanism is preferred (Fig. 3(c)) and keeps the control simpli-
city thanks to its single actuator. The proposed mechanism will be fixed
on the top of a single axle mobile platform.

Structural analysis
Fig. 4 describes the proposed lifting mechanism. A turntable (Part 2)

is connected to the base (Part 1 fixed on the mobile platform) via a
revolute joint (zm axis) which allows the mobile platform of the robot to
steer freely when the payload is on robot bodies (laid on surface S2 on
the top of 2). Two identical parallelogram mechanisms are mounted on
the turntable 2. Each one is composed of a lower bar 3, two long bars 4
and an end-effector support 5, 6, 7. The payload to be manipulated is
hold by the contact surface S1 of the end-effector. An actuator 8 is used
to ensure object lifting and to control the parallelogram mechanism via
an additional lever 9. The actuator allows to maintain the pressure force
on the payload.

Fig. 2. Payload lifting by two m-bots.

Table 2
Manipulation mechanism requirements.

Requirement Definition

Rl1 Manipulate payload via an end-effector.
Rl2 Allow object lifting.
Rl3 Ensure fittability on the robot mobile platform.
Rl4 Avoid collision with robot platform and the ground.
Rl5 Tighten contact payload/mechanism using the end-effector.
Rl6 Ensure fittability of the robot to the payload.
Rl7 Ensure orientability of the robot platform with respect to the

payload.
Rl8 Put the payload on the robot body.
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Dimensional synthesis

Trajectory radius determination

In order to define the parallelogram mechanism parameters, it is
crucial to define:

• P1: the initial contact point between the robot and the payload still
on the ground;

• P2: the arrival position of the payload on the robot platform (this
position ensures to keep the m-bot platform stable);

• P3: intermediate position defined by the clearances δ1 and δ2 to
avoid collision between the robot end-effector and the mobile
platform.

To calculate the trajectory radius (which corresponds to the long
bars length AB and PCD that we denote r) the method consists in cal-
culating the distances a and b (cf. Fig. 6) and solving the following
second order equation:

= + + +r h r α a b( sin ) ( ) .2
0

2 2 (3)

The first step is to identify the constant a by using geometrical re-
lations into right angle triangles which gives:

=
+ +

+
a l δ δ

l δ
( ) ( )

2( )
.1

2
2

2

1 (4)

The second step is to find the constant b by using geometrical re-
lations into right angle triangles that gives:

=
+

+
b δ h r α

l δ
( sin ) .2 0

1 (5)

Fig. 3. Elementary lifting systems: a) Payload initial and final position with possible trajectories; b) 2 DOF solution; c) 1 DOF solution based on parallelogram
mechanism; d) 1 DOF solution based on cam mechanism.

Fig. 4. Elementary lifting systems: a) 3D CAD for a m-bot [25]; b) 3D CAD view for the manipulation mechaism; c) Binding graph.

Fig. 5. Dimensions synthesis.
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Now that the constant term ( +a b) of Eq. (3) is identified, the
equation can be reformulated into a second order equation of unknown
r. Solving (3) means to solve the following equation:

+ + =mr nr p 02 (6)

with

= −
+ + +

+
m

l δ δ δ h α
l δ

[( ) ]( 2 )sin
( )

;1
2

2
2

2 0

1
2

Fig. 6. Determination of the trajectory center I.

Fig. 7. Extreme positions of the parallelogram mechanism.

Fig. 8. Proposed design of the p-bot and manufactured system.
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Finally r is equal to:
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The distance between P1 and P2 can be deduced in function of
constant parameters as follows

= +L A r αcos1 0 (8)

with

=
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Now the position of A and B can be written as:

= − − = + −x x r α c x A ccosA P P01 2 (10)

= + = +z h d z dA P2 (11)

= +x x r αcosB A 0 (12)

= +z z r αsinB A 0 (13)

Singular positions

To avoid singular positions of the parallelogram mechanism, BAD^

must satisfy a constraint along the travel between α0 and α1 which is:

∈BAD π^ ]0, [ (14)

When this constraint is satisfied along the trajectory between initial
and final positions, the parallelogram mechanism would never have a
flattened configuration as presented in Fig. 7(a). This constraint implies
a suitable choice of γ angle, the angle of the normal vector →n to seg-
ment AB with respect to horizontal.

From Fig. 7(b) one can conclude that, to avoid the parallelogram
flattening, γ must be less than −π α1 and while considering always
α0> 0:

=
+

∈ −γ α α π α
2

[0, ]0 1
1 (15)

where α0 and α1 are the extreme angular positions of the link AB.

Fig. 9. Payload lifting using a passive mechanism: a) two m-bots successfully lifting; b) two m-bots failing to lift a payload; c) four m-bots supporting a payload.

Fig. 10. Payload lifting using a traction spring.
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4. Mechanical simulations and experimental results

In order to validate our proposal for the co-manipulation and lifting
strategy using a multiple robot system for payloads transportation, a
multi-body dynamic simulation software was used in addition to an
experimental test-bench. Simulation and experimental results are pre-
sented in following subsections. Fig. 8 presents the designed 3D CAD of
the proposed system and two real prototypes for future experiments.

4.1. Multi-body dynamic system results

The simulation results were based on real physical parameters
which were defined as follows:

• static friction coefficient end-effector/payload (rubber/steel),
=μ 0.65p ;

• static friction coefficient wheel/ground (rubber/asphalt), =μ 0.8g ;

• m-bot mass, =M 1.4 kg. A constant torque was imposed on the m-

bot wheels in order to impose the mobile platform propulsion and
ensure the contact between the robots end effectors and the payload.
The different cases previously studied in chapter 3 are illustrated
and validated in the next subsections.

4.1.1. P-bot simulation for payload lifting
P-bot simulation using passive lifting mechanism. Fig. 9 shows the
simulation results for a p-bot lifting a payload in order to put it on
the top platform of its m-bots. Fig. 9(a) presents the successful task of
lifting a payload of a limited mass with high friction contact between
the payload and the end-effector. Contrary to the previous simulation, a
higher payload mass produce a loss of stability with a decreasing
applied tightening force with the variation of inclination angle of the
parallelogram linkages (Fig. 9(b)). Fig. 9(c) presents a successful
limited payload mass lifting while using four m-bots. The system is
able to lift a payload with a mass around 0.2 kg with two m-bots
(Fig. 9(a)) and around 0.4 kg with four m-bots (Fig. 9(c)).

Fig. 11. Multi-body dynamic simulation for payload lifting using helical extension springs.

Fig. 12. Payload lifting using an interconnection system and actuated parallelogram system.
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P-bot simulation using a manipulation mechanism with a diagonal helical
spring . Fig. 10 presents the principle of simulation by including a
helical extension spring between the points A and B of the
parallelogram mechanism. Attaching the spring tips to the corners of
the parallelogram instead of directly on one of the long bars has the
advantage to introduce no additional bending in the bars.

Fig. 11 presents the simulation results for a payload co-manipula-
tion using a helical extension springs with different stiffnesses. In the
case of Fig. 11(a), the used spring generates a normal force relative to
its deformation that allows the p-bot to maintain the payload catching

and the overall system stability. The payload is put on robot bodies and
the lifting phase is successfully achieved. The payload is able to slip
when using a helical spring with a weak stiffness (Fig. 11(b)). However,
Fig. 11(c) presents the simulation results using a higher stiffness spring
that generates a normal force greater than the m-bot wheels propulsion
which leads to the robots reversal. Using a helical spring, the system is
able to lift in this case a payload with a mass around 0.4kg with two m-
bots.

P-bot simulation using an interconnection mechanism. In this case it was
considered that the robots end-effectors are connected to each other by
a virtual system. Using an interconnection system allows to ensure the
payload tightening during the different phases without loss of stability
and without considering the risk of its slipping. The m-bots are able to
lift the payload and put it on their top platform. The payload lifting
capacity is limited to the applied pushing forces by the m-bots when the
manipulation mechanism is not actuated. In the case where the
parallelogram mechanism is actuated, the payload mass can reach the
total weight of the used m-bots. In Fig. 12, the m-bots end-effectors and
the payload have the same color as if they are a unique component and
connected to each other. The simulation results have shown that, by

Fig. 13. Test-bench for lifting performances evaluation.

Table 3
Test-bench lifting results.

Type of contact Type of actuation Lift capacity

Rubber-rubber Passive mechanism 0.6 kg
Rubber-rubber Helical spring mechanism 0.82 kg
Rubber-composite Passive mechanism 0.17 kg
Rubber-composite Helical spring mechanism 0.5 kg
Plastic-composite Passive mechanism 0.07 kg
Plastic-composite Helical spring mechanism 0.18 kg

Fig. 14. a, b) Multi-body 3D simulation; c, d) m-bot prototyping; e, f, g) payload co-lifting.
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ensuring this interconnection and by actuating the lifting mechanism,
the p-bot has considerable performances in terms of stability of the
overall system and lifted payload weight. Two m-bot, of 1.4 kg each,
can lift a payload of 3 kg.

4.2. Test-bench results
A test-bench was developed to validate the theoretical results using

passive joints and spring actuation. The mechanism is made of a basis
frame and two parallelogram systems mounted on two sliders actuated
by horizontal linear actuators. This test-bench simulates the co-ma-
nipulation and lifting of a payload by two m-bots, without any risk of
tip-over. The lifting capacities are evaluated according to various pay-
load/end-effector friction coefficient. Fig. 13 presents the experimental
mechanism and its components.

Two 6 Vcc Firgelli linear actuators with a maximal force of 23N were
used to obtain the tangential forces applied by the wheels of two m-
bots. The actuators are controlled by a unique Mindstorms NXT auto-
maton in order to synchronize the forward motion of both lifting me-
chanism. The real pushing force is measured using a compression force
sensor (Vernier Dual-Range Force Sensor DFS-BTA). The results where
evaluated according to the lifting capacity using different contact ma-
terials in a passive way and with helical extension spring. Table 3 shows
the obtained results.

According to experiments, the lifting capacity is higher while con-
sidering a higher friction coefficient (e.g., rubber-rubber contact is
higher than plastic-composite contact). Experiments also proved that
the use of compliant components improves the system efficiency in
terms of manipulated payload since the deformed compliant organs will
ensure a higher tightening force caused by the recalling forces.

4.3. 3D Simulations and manufactured prototypes results
Using ADAMS multi-body dynamic software, three robots were

positiond around a payload to lift it using the proposed methodology.
The results are shown in Fig. 14(a) and (b). Videos for simulation are
visible under [25].

Two versions of prototypes were manufactured in order to validate
the proposed strategy of co-manipulation and transport. Fig. 14(c)
presents the first prototype of manipulation mechanism mounted on
Khepera mobile robot and Fig. 14(d) presents the second prototypes
tested for lifting and transport. The lifting and transport process by two
m-bots is presented in Fig. 14(c)–(f).

The mechanism that ensures the co-lifting process is illustrated in
Fig. 14(c)–(d) based on parallelogram structure that ensures a circular
trajectory to lift the payload from the ground and put it on robots
platform. Manufactured prototypes allow to experiment the proposed
strategy of co-manipulation and co-transportation. The lifting and
transport process by two m-bots is presented in Fig. 14(e)–(g) [25].
These developed systems will be used for future experiments and vali-
dation of the global strategy for co-manipulation and co-transportation
proposed in this work.

The proposed co-manipulation strategy and transport were vali-
dated using the manufactured prototypes and the videos for experi-
ments can be found in [25].

5. Conclusion and future work

This paper has presented the paradigm of our C3Bots project
(Collaborative Cross and Carry mobile roBots) which aims to co-ma-
nipulate, lift and transport any type of payload by a group of identical
mobile manipulators with a simple architecture, called m-bots. The
aggregation of several m-bots around the payload is named a p-bot. Its
architecture is extremely modular, as the number and position of the m-
bots can be adjusted according to the shape and mass of the payload.
Each m-bot is mainly made of two parts: a mobile platform and a ma-
nipulation mechanism. A first implementation of this lifting mechanism
has been presented. The developed p-bot is modular and can gather a

variable number of m-bots to manipulate an object of a general shape.
The m-bot was built from a single-axle robot (Khepera platform).The
mechanism includes a passive vertical revolute joint that permits that
each m-bot steers under the payload, thus allowing a global steering of
the p-bot provided that all the axle axes converge to the same center of
rotation. The mechanism also integrates a single DoF parallelogram
mechanism that was designed to bring the payload from the ground to
the upper platform of each m-bot by a circular trajectory, avoiding
collision with the edge of the platform and maintaining the orientation
of the payload during its lifting. The three cases of non-constrained,
spring pre-constrained and actuated mechanism were considered for
this parallelogram and it was shown that either a spring pre-constrained
or an actuated mechanism could lift a payload. Adding an inter-con-
nexion system between the end-effectors of all the m-bots can also
substantially increase the lifting capacity of the p-bot. This preliminary
design allows object manipulation without considering obstacle
climbing which will be the goal of a second part of the project. For
future work, experiments are under process for evaluating the transport
efficiency with the p-bot. Stability will also have to be evaluated and
optimized during prehension, lifting and transportation phases while
taking into account objects shapes and weights. Additional compliance
for the manipulation mechanism and a compliant end-effector for better
contact with the payload surface will be studied and developed.
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